We present a mean-field formalism able to predict the collective dynamics of large networks of conductance-based interacting spiking neurons. We apply this formalism to several neuronal models, from the simplest Adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire model to the more complex Hodgkin-Huxley and Morris-Lecar models. We show that the resulting mean-field models are capable of predicting the correct spontaneous activity of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons in asynchronous irregular regimes, typical of cortical dynamics. Moreover, it is possible to quantitatively predict the populations response to external stimuli in the form of external spike trains. This mean-field formalism therefore provides a paradigm to bridge the scale between population dynamics and the microscopic complexity of the individual cells physiology.
of the considered neuronal populations, but also their predictive power for network response to 48 external stimuli. We show that, provided the stimuli are fairly slow, the mean field model gives 49 good quantitative predictions. 50 2 Materials and Methods 51 We describe here the neuronal and network models used in this study. We also introduce mean-field 52 equations describing population dynamics and the template to estimate the transfer function that 53 we apply to all the neuronal models under consideration. 54 2.1 Network of spiking neurons 55 We consider a random directed network of N = 10 4 cells, among which 80% are regular spiking 56 (RS) excitatory (E) and 20% are fast spiking (FS) inhibitory (I) neurons. The connections between 57 pairs of neurons are set randomly with a fixed probability (p = 0.05). Unless otherwise stated, 58 the same network and synaptic constants are used for all the neuronal models (Hodgkin-Huxley, 59 Adaptive Exponential Integrate-and-Fire and Morris-Lecar). The dynamics of each node k follows:
wherex and F (x) represent the neuronal state and dynamics, the latter depending on the 61 specific model (see Section 2.2). Note the notationx k which indicates that, in general, each neuron 62 is characterized by a vector of variables. The synaptic current impinging on the postsynaptic 63 neurons k, I syn , is modeled as:
where E e = 0 mV (E i = −70 mV) is the excitatory (inhibitory) reversal potential and G (e,i) syn is
Single neuron models
We describe here the neuronal models used in the rest of the paper, starting from the Integrate- The dynamics of each of the AdEx neurons i is described by the following 2D (herex i = (v i , w i )) 78 differential equations (Brette and Gerstner, 2005) :
where c m = 150pF is the membrane capacity, v i is the voltage of neuron i and, whenever v i > 81 v t = −50 mV at time t sp (i), v i is reset to the resting voltage v rest = −65 mV and fixed to this 82 value for a refractory time T refr = 5 ms. The leak term has a fixed conductance of g L = 10 nS and The dynamics of the Hodgkin-Huxley model (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) is given by the following 5-dimensional system of differential equations (Pospischil et al., 2008) :
with the gating functions,
where v i is the voltage and (n i , m i , h i , p i ) are the corresponding gating variables of the i-th neuron.
We set the spike emission times t sp (k) for this model to time steps in which the membrane potential 93 v exceeded a voltage threshold of 10 mV. Unless stated otherwise, the membrane capacitance 94 c m = 200 pF/cm 2 , the maximal conductance of the leak current g L = 10 mS/cm 2 , the sodium 95 current g N a = 20 mS/cm 2 , the delayed-rectifier potassium current g K = 6 mS/cm 2 , the slow The dynamics of the Morris-Lecar model (Morris and Lecar, 1981) is described by the system of 102 differential equations:
where c m = 2µ F/cm 2 is the membrane capacitance, v i is the membrane potential in mV, N i and M ss are the fraction of open potassium and calcium channels, respectively. The current I 0 = 0.2 nA/cm 2 is a reference DC external current. Spike emission times are established in the same way as for the HH model. The maximal conductances for the leakage current (L), calcium (Ca) and potassium (K) were fixed to g L = 20 mS/cm 2 , g Ca = 80 mS/cm 2 and g K = 160 mS/cm 2 , respectively. The reversal potentials are E L = −50 mV for excitatory RS neurons and E L = −70 mV for inhibitory FS neurons, E Ca = 120 mV and E K = −84 mV. The quantities M ss and N ss are modeled as:
where V 1 = −1.2 mV, V 2 = 18 mV, V 3 = 2 mV, V 4 = 30 mV are tuning parameters that 104 determine the half activating voltage and slope of the activation curves for calcium and potassium 105 conductances. This choice of parameters is such that the ML neuron is set in a type II excitability 106 class, i.e. its response to a DC current is discontinuous and the neuron firing rate increases very 107 slowly with the injected current (data not shown). for physical quantities. We make here an additional hypothesis that the biological neural network 112 is set to asynchronous irregular dynamical regime. The latter is chosen for its biological plausibility (Destexhe et al., 2003) as observed in awake cortical states of adult mammalian brains.
We use here the master equation formalism reported by (El Boustani and Destexhe, 2009) 115 providing a system of ordinary differential equations that describe the evolution of the mean and Cowan ( 1993) . Moreover, such a theory is based on the assumption that neurons emit maximum 120 one spike over the Markovian step T , meaning that the theory assumes relatively low firing rate 121 of neurons, lower than 1/T ∼ 50 Hz (El Boustani and Destexhe, 2009), as typically is the case in 122 the asynchronous irregular regimes here investigated. The differential equations read:
where µ = {e, i} is the population index (excitatory or inhibitory), ν µ the population firing rate these assumptions the neuronal output firing rate F ν is given by the following formula: 
where K i,e is the average input connectivity received from the excitatory or inhibitory population 159 (in our cases typically K e = 400 and K i = 100) and in our model τ e = τ i = τ (see Eq. 3).
160
The mean conductances will control the total input of the neuron µ G and therefore its effective 
dynamics of the currents coming into play at the spiking time (e.g. sodium channels dynamics or 164 the exponential term of the AdEx model). We thus consider, for all neurons, only the leakage term 165 and the synaptic input in order to estimate subthreshold moments. Accordingly, we can write the 166 equation for the mean subthreshold voltage:
The final formulas for σ V and τ V follow from calculations introduced in Zerlaut et al. (2018) and they read: threshold was taken as a second order polynomial in the following form:
where we introduced the quantity τ N V = τ V G l /c m . We evaluated {P } through a fit according to 179 simulations on single neurons activity setting first µ 0 V = −60 mV, σ 0 V = 0.004 mV, (τ N V ) 0 = 0.5, 180 δµ 0 V = 0.001 mV, δσ 0 V = 0.006 mV and δ(τ N V ) 0 = 1. By the fitting procedure we find the values of 181 the P parameters for the three neuronal models considered here (additionally for each model we 182 consider two neuronal types: RS and FS) and we report the results in Table 3 . In the first part of 183 the Results section we describe the goodness of this procedure for the three considered neuronal 184 models.
185
3 Results
186
We present here the results of a comparison between mean-field predictions and direct simulations.
187
We first test the technique to estimate the transfer function of single cells in AdEx, Hodgkin-Huxley The transfer function of a simple AdEx neuron can be straightforwardly estimated by numerical 192 simulations. As we report in Fig. 1 its shape is very similar to a sigmoidal function (as in the 193 seminal paper by Wilson and Cowan) but its specific parameters 194 follow from a complex combination of microscopic information, e.g. neurons resting potential.
195
See the black and blue dots in Fig. 1 for different values of the leakage reversal potential E L . Two By employing the semi-analytic approach to predict the transfer function we observe a very 202 good agreement with direct simulations (see continuous lines in Fig. 1, showing The agreement remains very good for relatively low neuronal activity (up to 50 Hz). This is a direct 205 consequence of the semi-analytic approach that assumes that neurons fire in an irregular manner 206 (as observed in cortical dynamics) strongly driven by fluctuations around the mean membrane 207 voltage. In this work we only consider Asynchronous Irregular population dynamics for which the 208 activity of neurons is low, irregular and strongly fluctuation driven. We report the output firing rate for excitatory RS ( green) and inhibitory FS (red) cells obtained from numerical simulation (dots) and from the semi-analytic approach for the transfer function (continuous line). The inhibitory Poissonian spike train has a fixed rate, r I = 8 Hz. The bottom panels shows the time traces of the membrane voltage of an RS cell for an excitatory input equal to 4 Hz. Left column is obtained for the AdEx model, middle column for the HH model and right column for the ML model (see Materials and Methods). In the inset of panel (b) we report the transfer function for the RS cell estimated over very large values of input rates. In this case a separate fit by considering a broad input frequency range has been performed ( see Materials and Methods).
217
We consider two kinds of neurons in agreement with neurophysiolgical information about cor-218 tical cells: excitatory neurons modeled as RS cells with a lower gain of the transfer function and Figure 3 : Mean-field predictions and spontaneous activity: AdEx, HH and ML Top panels show raster plots for excitatory (green dots) and inhibitory (red dots) neurons, i.e. the spiking times for each neuron. Bottom panels shows histograms (obtained on a time length T w = 10 s) of population firing rated for excitatory (green) and inhibitory (red) populations. The Gaussian distribution has been plotted from mean-field predictions giving access to average firing rate and its variance. The left column (a) is obtained for the AdEx model, the middle column (b) for the HH model and the right column (c) for the ML model (see Materials and Methods).
inhibitory FS cells fire at a higher frequency with respect to RS cells. Through the mean-field model 267 it is possible to measure both the average population rate and its covariance (second order mean-268 field, see Materials and Methods). As reported in Fig. 3 we show that the mean-field model gives a 269 good quantitative prediction of both quantities when they are compared to the histogram obtained 270 by sampling the population rate in the network simulation. The higher discrepancy we observe 271 for the complex neuronal models (e.g. HH and ML case) is related to a higher mismatch of the 272 transfer function linked to the higher complexity of the model. In order to complete the comparison between the mean-field model and the network dynamics, 275 we study the response of the system to external stimuli. In particular, we consider an incoming 276 Poissonian train of spikes characterized by time-varying frequency and targeting both excitatory 277 and inhibitory cells according to the following equation:
where Θ is the Heaviside function, and T 1 and T 2 are the rise and decay time constants, 279 respectively. In Fig. 4 we report the comparison between the mean-field prediction and the network 280 dynamics.
281 Figure 4 : Population response to external stimuli: AdEx, HH and ML Top panels show the raster plot for excitatory (green dots) and inhibitory (red dots) neurons in response to an external excitatory stimulus (black dashed line in lower panels). Lower panels show the corresponding population rate (noisy line) together with the mean and standard deviation over time predicted by the the second order mean field model (red for inhibition and green for excitation). Superimposed the result obtained for the mean-field at the first order (black dots), which are almost coincident with results at the second order. Left column is obtained for the AdEx model, middle column for the HH model and right column for the ML model. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 and the external input (see Eq. (26)) has parameters A = 2 Hz, T 1 = 100 ms, T 2 = 150 ms for AdEx and HH and A = 2 Hz, T 1 = 100 ms, T 2 = 150 ms for ML, with t 0 = 2 s.
By looking first at the AdEx and HH models, we observe that both mean-field models under 282 investigation compare favorably with their corresponding network dynamics. We also verified, as 283 it has been shown in (di Volo et al., 2019) , that the faster the input dynamics is, the worse the 284 agreement becomes. Indeed, for the Markovian hypothesis to hold, we need the time scale T to be 285 much larger than the autocorrelation time in the spontaneous activity T ∼ τ m ∼ 10 ms.
286
Considering now the case of the ML model, we observe that by looking at Fig. 2 as reported in Fig. 4c , the response to an external stimulus is very different from the one observed 291 in the HH and AdEx models. In fact, in this case the excitatory stimuli turns out to inhibit both 292 population activities. This anti-correlation between population input and output is well captured 293 in its time course also by the mean-field model. This result shows that also for a more complex 294 and highly non-linear setup the mean-field model is capable of predicting the ongoing activity and 295 the time course of the response of a network of neurons operating in the asynchronous irregular 296 dynamical regime.
297
Finally, we compare the results of the first and second order mean field on average population 298 rates. In Fig. 4 we superimpose the continuous green (red) line for excitatory (inhibitory) rate 299 obtained with the second order mean file with the results obtained with the first order (black dots).
300
We observe that the two quantities almost overlap (the difference is too small to be appreciated 301 at this scale). Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that the second order mean field permits to 302 obtain non-trivial information on the population dynamics and its fluctuations in time, with good 303 quantitative predictions of the covariance of population rates (see the histograms in Fig. 3 and 304 shadows in Fig. 4) ).
4 Discussion

306
In this manuscript, we have reviewed a formalism to derive mean-field models from networks of 307 spiking neurons and we have applied it to different complex neuronal models. The key to derive 308 such "biologically realistic" mean-field models is to be able to obtain the transfer function of 309 complex neuronal models. The approach we followed used a mean-field formalism based on a 310
Master Equation and which is applicable to every neuron, provided the transfer function is known 311 (El Boustani and Destexhe, 2009). More recently, we have shown that the usual mathematical 312 form of the transfer function, known analytically for the Integrate-and-Fire model, can capture 313 more complex neuronal models (Zerlaut et al., 2018 (Zerlaut et al., , 2016 . This gave rise to a "semi-analytic" 314 approach, where the transfer function is parameterized and fit numerically to the neuron model, 315 while the mean-field remains analytic as only the parameters are obtained from the fitting. This 316 approach was applied to the AdEx model (di Volo et al., 2019; Zerlaut et al., 2018) , and we extend 317 it here to more complex models, namely the Morris-Lecar and the Hodgkin-Huxley models.
318
It is important to note that we limited here to "simple" firing patterns, i.e. neurons fire tonically 319 in response to an external stimulus. In this setup the transfer function is well defined as the neuron's 320 firing rate defines completely the spiking pattern. In cases where neurons exhibit different kind 321 of activity, e.g. bursting, a different approach needs to be employed (see (Ostojic and Brunel, 322 2011)). Nevertheless, in the context of tonic neuronal activity the method is shown to be able to 323 capture the response function of highly realistic models. We have studied here the predictions of 324 the considered mean-field models on networks dynamics of excitatory RS and inhibitory FS cell The good predictions at the population levels in the framework of the asynchronous irregular 329 regimes is strongly dependent on the goodness of the fitting procedure for single neurons transfer 330 functions. Even if such procedure works very well for neurons working in a low rate regime, 331 whenever the firing rate becomes very high (higher than 100 Hz) the quantitative agreement gets 332 worse. A more refined technique for the evaluation of the transfer function in different states (low 333 and high rates activity) is an important topic for future research (recent work has addressed this 334 issue in AdEx model (Capone et al., 2019a) ). A step forward in this direction can be important when dealing with neurons entering depolarization block at high firing rates, a mechanism playing an important role in focal seizures (Meijer et al., 2015) or in dopaminergic neurons under normal
